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4900 notes 2363 comments 163 Excerpts Previous Tom After Tom See all the comments See all the comments Allisonline June 10, 2012Signaler is the contentSee review page I certainly should be a little masochistic around the edges, but even did not like the two previous volumes, I decided to read the
third. I have to say, it was my favorite, a real bloom. Three heroes with a complete lack of dignity and love for themselves like that is magical. I thank the French translators who gave this name to the third addition: Indecision. But between what? Bella is two suitors, of course. I'm still announcing a lot of
spoilers, be careful... We're going to go all over the honey side of a vampire who's trying to make his dumplings out of a previous volume, and we're going to go straight to what matters: the evil vampire of the first volume wants to kill Bella because Edward killed his lover in the previous volume. Is. To do
this, she creates a vampire shovel to make an army of young monsters recalcitrant and irresistible. They kidnap and kill many innocent people on the streets of Seattle, and their misdeeds quickly reach the ears of Edward's gang. Too slowly, vampires and werewolves realize that the goal is none other
than the fragile Bella, to whom everyone cares too much. But also that Victoria is at the beginning of all these upheavals. Well, actually, it takes them three-quarters of the book. But all is well in the best vampire worlds, and Bella is saved by the association of vampires-werewolves. Eventually she agreed
to marry Edward in exchange for vampirization. yes, because the question of marriage arises, I get the impression every two pages. No, but seriously, is this boy deaf or terribly stupid? She said no, it's not. Most guys take a little sip in the circumstances. He doesn't, he tries every half hour, you never
know. It was enough to add close immortality, fatal beauty - potential forces that's it! She's not interested at all, young lady. Aside from that, in an even more silly part of the story, which is a love triangle, Jacob makes a mouthful from the beginning because Bella came back with the guy who dumped him
and gave him free, suicidal impulses, hallucinations, family problems, etc. etc. Especially since the perfect Apollo goes so far as to unravel his expensive and gentle car to prevent him from seeing his friends, for example. It's a very healthy relationship. yes, and young Jacob is also terribly unhappy with
Bella's decision, in short, to me, it felt like the end of their relationship given the words of a young man, in style I would rather see you dead than a vampire. What a Nnny! At a time when everything is in great danger, Bella decides to kiss the young wolf. Hello? Didn't her current boyfriend read in her mind,
by any chance? What a good idea to bother him in such a way when he and his family risk their lives for her at that very moment. And what a good idea to instill doubts in the mind of young Jacob before you send him a good statement You are invited to the wedding of the girl who kissed you passionately
yesterday and whom you loved for 2 years. This heroine is stupid, stupid, tasteless... I hope no girl takes her as an example. In short, nothing happens in this book. The previous one was a transitional book, it seems, but this one is even more empty. But hey, since I was running, I finished the saga ...
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